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2. Introduction
2.1 Goal of the service
In today’s clouded world, thin clients have become more and more popular at the expense of fat clients.
In addition to that, all major browsers (most widely used thin clients) have given up support for Java Applets
making it possible to embed full java applications into a browser.
The Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) of the eHealth platform and its partners has so far been designed
around a few protocols and principles that work rather well from system to system between the eHealth
platform and its partners or with full java or .net software packages on the desktops of the customers.
However, when using simple thin clients such as a browser, things get more difficult, especially if that thin
client is running on a mobile device.
Our services currently use:





SOAP Protocol as extra layer above the HTTP Protocol to transport messages between client and server
WS-Security for authentication, confidentiality and integrity of the messages sent between client and
server
Trusted certificates, issued by recognized Certificate Authorities (CA) to verify identity tokens (X509,
SAML assertion)
Triple-wrapped CMS messages to encrypt data end to end from (identified) sender to both known and
unknown receivers.

To facilitate integration with existing eHealth and/or partner services, I.AM Connect Token eXchange can be
used.
I.AM Connect Token eXchange issues SAML Holder-of-Key (HOK) session tokens, which assert that a client has a
given health actor profile.
It can be used to authenticate the client to most eHealth or partner services by signing the Body of SOAP
messages with the Private Key that corresponds with the Public Key that is mentioned in the SAMLtoken, which
proves that the client is the legitimate owner of the token.

2.2 Goal of the document
This document is not a development or programming guide for internal applications. Instead, it provides
functional and technical information and allows an organization to integrate and use the eHealth platform
service.
However, in order to interact in a smooth, homogeneous and risk controlled way with a maximum of partners,
these partners must commit to comply with the requirements of specifications, data format and release
processes of the eHealth platform as described in this document.
Technical and business requirements must be met in order to allow the integration and validation of the
eHealth platform service in the client application.
It should be used in complement to the Swagger API, which describes the interface of the service and the
structure of the request and responses.

2.3 eHealth platform document references
On the portal of the eHealth platform, you can find all the referenced documents. 1. These versions or any
following versions can be used for the eHealth platform service.

1

https://ehealth.fgov.be/ehealthplatform
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ID

Title

1

Glossary

2

I.AM Connect – Mobile
integration

Version

1.4

Date

Author
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2.4 External document references
All documents can be found through the internet. They are available to the public, but not supported by the
eHealth platform.
ID
1
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3. Support
3.1 For issues in production
eHealth platform contact center:


Phone: 02/788 51 55



Mail: support@ehealth.fgov.be



Contact Form :
-

https://www.ehealth.fgov.be/ehealthplatform/nl/contact (Dutch)
https://www.ehealth.fgov.be/ehealthplatform/fr/contact (French)

3.2 For issues in acceptance
Integration-support@ehealth.fgov.be

3.3 For business issues


regarding an existing project: the project manager in charge of the application or service



regarding a new project and other business issues: info@ehealth.fgov.be

3.4 Certificates


In order to access the secured eHealth platform environment you have to obtain an eHealth platform
certificate, used to identify the initiator of the request. In case you do not have one, please consult:
Dutch version: https://www.ehealth.fgov.be/ehealthplatform/nl/ehealth-certificaten
French version: https://www.ehealth.fgov.be/ehealthplatform/fr/certificats-ehealth



For technical issues regarding eHealth platform certificates
Acceptance: acceptance-certificates@ehealth.fgov.be
Production: support@ehealth.fgov.be
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4. Global overview

The end user uses his browser to contact (at least) one service provider (SP).
The client initiates the login (1) protocol with IAM Connect (Authorization Server).
IAM Connect relies on FAS service (2) for the authentication mechanism. End user is invited to provide his PIN
(3) (or other credentials depending on the authentication method supported).
If the authentication succeeds, IAM Connect will propose a list of profiles2 for the end user authenticated (4).
As the client will perform actions in the name of the end user, he must give his consent to the client in order to
continue (5).
An AuthorizationCode is then sent from IAM Connect to the Trusted platform (6). With the AuthorizationCode,
the Trusted Platform can obtain an Access Token (7, 8) which can be exchanged with IAM Token eXchange (9).
The SAML token can now be used by the Trusted Platform to contact the service provider in secured way.

2

Supported profiles are managed by the eHealth platform. Depending on the profile selected, the SAML HOK assertion may
contain different attributes.
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5. Step-by-step
5.1 Process overview

5.2 Technical requirements
In this section, we assume that the TrustedPlatform is already configured and recognised by the eHealth
platform.
All examples in this section use PROD URL. In section 5.3, you can find the values related to each available
environment.

5.2.1

Get AccessToken

The client must use the Authorization Code flow to initiate the login protocol (see IAM Connect – Mobile
integration for more information).

5.2.1.1 Step 1: Users logs in
The client application opens a browser window with the following URL:
https://api.ehealth.fgov.be/auth/realms/EHEALTH-STS/protocol/openidconnect/auth?client_id=frontendclient
&response_type=code
&redirect_uri=http%3A%2F%2Flocalhost
Parameters:







EHEALTH-STS : this value must be updated. It must correspond to the realm where the client is
configured (for example healthcare).
client_id: corresponds to the client id known in IAM Connect
response_type: fixed value “code”
redirect_uri: redirection URI to which the response will be sent. This URI MUST exactly match one of the
Redirection URI values for the Client pre-registered in IAM Connect,
scope: fixed value “openid”
state: optional opaque value used to maintain state between the request and the call-back
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response_mode: optional parameter ( query, fragment, form_post) that informs the Authorization
Server of the mechanism to be used for returning Authorization Response parameters
(see https://openid.net/specs/oauth-v2-multiple-response-types-1_0.html)
nonce: optional parameter used to associate a Client session with an ID Token, and to mitigate replay
attacks. (see http://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-core-1_0.html for more information)
code_verifier: optional parameter, only used if you want to avoid authorization_code interception (see
RFC7636 Proof Key for Code Exchange)

The user will have to interact with the system (see section 5.4).
After user interaction, a redirection to redirect_uri is done with the Authorization Code. Example with
http://localhost when response_mode query is used :
http://localhost/?code=iy1oaC73U2qKFClJEHim1gqaN7-5RQhcm023PCKO8no.e6b7b250-b6fc-46ca-9d5c5f4d8f680c77
The Authorization Code has a very short validity period. It must be used/exchanged immediately to get an
access token.

5.2.1.2 Step 2a: JWT token generation
The client application authenticates itself by signing a JWT (RFC7519) with its private key.
Example:
Header

{
"alg": "RS256"
}
Payload

{
"iss": "frontendclient",
"exp": 1516906514,
"iat": 1513602283,
"jti": "id123456"
}
Fields in the JWT payload are mandatory:





iss: ‘Issuer” identifies the principal that issued the JWT. It corresponds to the client id.
exp: “Expiration Time”, identifies the expiration time on or after which the JWT must not be accepted.
iat: “Issued At”, identifies the time at which the JWT was issued
jti: “JWT ID”, provides a unique identifier for the JWT.

5.2.1.3 Step 2b: get Access token
The client application sends the Authorization Code to get the access token:
POST request (Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded)
https://api.ehealth.fgov.be/auth/realms/EHEALTH-STS/protocol/openid-connect/token
HTTP/1.1?code=<authorisation_code>
&grant_type=authorization_code
&redirect_uri=http%3A%2F%2Flocalhost
&client_id=frontendclient
&client_assertion_type=urn%3Aietf%3Aparams%3Aoauth%3Aclient-assertion-type%3Ajwt-bearer
&client_assertion=<signed token>
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Parameters:


EHEALTH-STS : this value must be updated. It must correspond to the realm where the client is
configured.
code: The Authorization Code received from the initial authorize call.
grant_type: fixed value “authorization_code”
redirect_uri: The URL must match exactly the redirect_uri passed to /auth
client_id: corresponds to the client id known in IAM Connect
client_assertion_type: fixed value “urn:ietf:params:oauth:client-assertion-type:jwt-bearer” (URL
encoded)
client_assertion: JSON Web Token (JWT), digitally signed with the private key of the client application.
code_challenge required if PKCE is used in the /auth random string that was used to calculate the
code_verifier
code_challenge_method: required if PKCE is used in the /auth method used to calculate the
code_verifier (S256 or plain are possible).
If the opration succeeds, the client receives its access token and this token can be used for the token
exchange (see section 5.2.2).











5.2.2

Request security token

With the obtained access token, it is now possible to perform the exchange.
Example:
POST https://api.ehealth.fgov.be/iam/v1/protocol/oauth/tokenExchange HTTP/1.1
Host: as.example.com
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
grant_type=urn%3Aietf%3Aparams%3Aoauth%3Agrant-type%3Atoken-exchange
&requested_token= urn%3Aietf%3Aparams%3Aoauth%3Atoken-type%3Asaml1
&actor_token= <signed token>
&actor_token_type= urn%3Aietf%3Aparams%3Aoauth%3Atoken-type%3Ajwt
&subject_token=<acces token>
&subject_token_type=urn%3Aietf%3Aparams%3Aoauth%3Atoken-type%3Aaccess_token
Parameters :











grant_type : fixed value "urn:ietf:params:oauth:grant-type:token-exchange" indicates that a token
exchange is being performed
requested_token_type : fixed value “urn:ietf:params:oauth:token-type:saml1”
actor_token : security token that represents the identity of the acting party. It corresponds to the JWT
generated in step 2a.
actor_token_type : fixed value “urn:ietf:params:oauth:token-type:jwt”
subject_token : security token that represents the identity of the party on behalf of whom the request is
being made. Typically, the subject of this token will be the subject of the security token issued in
response to this request.
subject_token_type : fixed value “urn:ietf:params:oauth:token-type:access_token”
audience must be empty
scope must be empty
resource must be empty
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5.3 Environment
The following table describes the base URLs of the endpoints in each environment. The URLs described in later
sections are relative to these base URLs.
Environme
nt

IAM Connect base URL

Token eXchange URL

Integration

https://apiint.ehealth.fgov.be/auth/realms

https://apiint.ehealth.fgov.be/iam/v1/protocol/oauth/to
kenExchange

Acceptance

https://apiacpt.ehealth.fgov.be/auth/realms

https://apiacpt.ehealth.fgov.be/iam/v1/protocol/oauth/t
okenExchange

Production

https://api.ehealth.fgov.be/auth/realms

https://api.ehealth.fgov.be/iam/v1/protocol/
oauth/tokenExchange

5.4 End user workflow
The end user needs to perform some actions in order to allow the client getting a SAML HOK token:
1.

Authentication
The end user must select one of the authentication method proposed.
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2.

Profile selection
The end user has to select one of the available profiles in the dropdown list.

If the end user has no supported profile for the token eXchange, he will not be able to select any
profile and the IDP will warn this end user.
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3.

Consent
The end user will have to give his consent.

The end user can revoke his consent by using the account clients.
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5.5 Reference implementation
5.5.1

General description

The actual solution is based on the draft ‘OAuth 2.0 Token Exchange’
https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-ietf-oauth-token-exchange-12’.
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6. Risks and security
6.1 Risks & safety
6.1.1

End user consent

End user must give his consent to the client prior this client can use the end user’s credentials. The consent
mechanism is present by default. No client will be able to act as the end user if the end user has not provided
his consent once.
The end user can revoke his consent at any time.
If the user removes his consent for one client, this client cannot request a new access token but he can still
exchange valid access token.

6.1.2

Token validity period

When the end user gives his consent, the client (the trusted platform) can request a SAML HOK token during a
given period.
The SAML HOK obtained has a limited validity period defined to 12 hours.
A more comprehensive set of security requirements is given in Annex A.
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7. Test and release procedure
7.1 Procedure
This chapter explains the procedures for testing and releasing an application in acceptation or production.

7.1.1

Initiation

If you intend to use the eHealth platform service, please contact info@ehealth.fgov.be. The project
department will provide you with the necessary information and mandatory documents.

7.1.2

Development and test procedure

You have to develop a client in order to connect to our WS. Most of the required info to integrate is published
in the technical library on the portal of the eHealth platform.
Upon request, the eHealth platform provides you in some cases, with a mock-up service or test cases in order
for you to test your client before releasing it in the acceptance environment.

7.1.3

Release procedure

When development tests are successful, you can request to access the acceptance environment of the eHealth
platform. From this moment, you start the integration and acceptance tests. The eHealth platform suggests
testing during minimum one month.
After successful acceptance tests, the partner sends his test results and performance results with a sample of
“eHealth request” and “eHealth answer” by email to his point of contact at the eHealth platform.
Then the eHealth platform and the partner agree on a release date. The eHealth platform prepares the
connection to the production environment and provides the partner with the necessary information. During
the release day, the partner provides the eHealth platform with feedback on the test and performance tests.
For further information and instructions, please contact: integration-support@ehealth.fgov.be.

7.1.4

Operational follow-up

Once in production, the partner using the eHealth platform service for one of his applications will always test
first in the acceptance environment before releasing any adaptations of its application in production. In
addition, he will inform the eHealth platform on the progress and test period.

7.2 Test cases
The eHealth platform recommends performing tests for all of the following cases:


Request a SAML HOK token as a healthcare professional



Use the SAML HOK token to call a protected service provider (example : WS Consent)
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8. Error and failure messages
Error codes originating from the eHealth platform for the Token eXchange service are defined in the swagger
file.
In the table below, you can find possible error messages.
HTTP
status
code

Error code

Error message

Recommendation

400

invalid_client

SubjectToken Access Denied:
Account Service
${httpStatusCode}
${httpStatusMessage}

End user may have revoked
his/her consent.
Contact eHealth support for
investigation if it worked
previously.

400

invalid_client

Reason : error while invoking
webaccess endpoint

Contact eHealth support for
investigation.

400

invalid_request

ActorToken Access Denied:
Authorized Party of subjectToken
{$subjectToken.azp} must be the
same as issuer actorToken
{$actorToken.iss}

Contact eHealth support for
investigation if it worked
previously.

400

invalid_request

SubjectToken Access Denied:
realm_access role token-exchange
missing.

Contact eHealth support for
investigation if it worked
previously.

400

invalid_request

Invalid input for field
actor_token_type

Review and adapt the input (as
described in this document).

400

invalid_request

Invalid input for field actor_token

Review and adapt the input (as
described in this document).

400

invalid_request

ActorToken Access Denied: client
{$issuer} not allowed (wrong
signing algorithm)

Wrong signing algorithm (in JWT
header). Review it and adapt the
input (as described in this
document).

400

invalid_client

ActorToken Access Denied: client
{$issuer} not allowed

Actor token used is not known.
Contact eHealth support for
investigation if it worked
previously.

400

invalid_request

ActorToken Access Denied: client
{$issuer} not allowed (wrong
certificate)

Certificate used to generate the
actor token is not known at
eHealth. Contact eHealth support
to provide the new one.

400

invalid_client

ActorToken expired

A new actorToken must be
generated.

400

invalid_request

Invalid input for field audience

Review and adapt the input (as
described in this document).

400

unsupported_grant
_type

Invalid input for field grant_type

Review and adapt the input (as
described in this document).
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400

invalid_request

Invalid input for field
requested_token_type

Review and adapt the input (as
described in this document).

400

invalid_request

Invalid input for field resource

Review and adapt the input (as
described in this document).

400

invalid_scope

Invalid input for field scope

Review and adapt the input (as
described in this document).

400

invalid_request

Invalid input for field
subject_token

Review and adapt the input (as
described in this document).

400

invalid_request

Invalid input for field
subject_token_type

Review and adapt the input (as
described in this document).

400

invalid_request

Invalid input for field
subject_token

Review and adapt the input (as
described in this document).

400

invalid_request

SubjectToken Access Denied:
untrusted issuer
[{${subjectToken.iss}}]

Your client is trying to use a token
not suitable for this environment.
Review your configuration.

400

invalid_request

Invalid input for field
subject_token

Review and adapt the input (as
described in this document).

400

invalid_client

SubjectToken expired

A new accessToken must be
generated.

400

Invalid_request

SubjectToken Access Denied:
Authentication level not satisfied.

Contact eHealth support for
investigation if it worked
previously.

401

unauthorized_client

ActorToken Access Denied: failed
to resolve attributes (Profile
${profile})

Contact eHealth support for
investigation.

401

unauthorized_client

ActorToken Access Denied: failed
to determine profile (Profile
option type ${profileOptionType})

Contact eHealth support for
investigation.

401

unauthorized_client

ActorToken Access Denied: failed
to resolve attributes (Profile
{$profession})

Contact eHealth support for
investigation.

401

unauthorized_client

SubjectToken Access Denied:
Invalid authentication level.

Contact eHealth support for
investigation.

500

unknown

Reason: unable to resolve signing
key

Contact eHealth support for
investigation.

500

unknown

Reason: error while invoking
account endpoint

Contact eHealth support for
investigation.

500

unknown

Reason: ${failureStatusMessage}

Contact eHealth support for
investigation.

500

unknown

Reason: unable to extract
assertion from backend (empty
response)

Contact eHealth support for
investigation.

500

unknown

Reason: unable to extract
assertion from backend (invalid
response)

Contact eHealth support for
investigation.
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500

unknown

Reason: unable to encode
assertion

Contact eHealth support for
investigation.

500

unknown

Reason: wrong issued_token_type
received from backend

Contact eHealth support for
investigation.

500

unknown

Reason: wrong token_type
received from backend

Contact eHealth support for
investigation.

500

unknown

Reason: unable to determine
assertionLifetime

Contact eHealth support for
investigation.

Error example (http status code 400):
{
"error" : "invalid_client",
"error_description" : "SubjectToken Access Denied: Account Service 401 Unauthorized",
"error_uri" : null,
"id" : "Id-1490f45e9e886f6fc635cd15"
}
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9.

Annex A – Security commitment from the Trusted Platform

_________________________________________________________________________________________ (*)
Intents to offer Trusted Platform services as described in the service description. To offer this service with the
right level of security,
_________________________________________________________________________________________ (*)
commits to respect following security rules:
(*): Company Name and CBE Nr

9.1 Business security
In case the development adds an additional use case based on an existing integration, the eHealth platform
must be informed at least one month in advance with a detailed estimate of the expected load. This will ensure
an effective capacity management.
In case of technical issues on the WS, the partner may obtain support from the contact center (see Chap 3)
In case the eHealth platform finds a bug or vulnerability in its software, we advise the partner to update his
application with the newest version of the software within 10 business days.
In case the partner finds a bug or vulnerability in the software or web service delivered by the eHealth
platform, he is obliged to contact and inform us immediately. He is not allowed to publish this bug or
vulnerability in any case.

9.2 Level of Assurance
If the authentication method of at least one of the applications used by the Trusted Platform is higher than any
other method, this higher method will be applied for accessing the Trusted Platform.

9.3 Communication





All communications between the trusted platform and its views must be cryptographically protected
(for example by using SSL). The protection must at least be on a transport level.
Every communication with eHealth services must be compliant with the security policy of those services.
The trusted platform must implement OpenId Connect protocol and obtain for each user an electronic
assertion allowing to process data and call services in the same of that user for a limited time.
Concerning the OpenId Connect protocol, the trusted platform is a confidential client. The TP will thus
receive, protect, and use a cryptographic secret allowing it to authenticate itself to the OpenID Connect
Provider whenever it requires a user token. The flow used is authorization code. The cryptographic
secret a trusted platform receives is, along with the client ID, its key to the eHealth platform.

9.4 Delegation




Assertions requested from the OpenId Connect provider are only issued if the end user is currently
present, authenticated and expressed his consent on first use of the trusted platform during an
interactive process. That consent process will take place within the OpenId Connect provider security
context and inform the user of the trusted platform identity and what medical data the trusted platform
will return and process. The user will be able to accept or refuse to consent.
Subsequent requests will be honoured based on this explicit consent, as long as the consent itself is not
revoked, and the user is still present and authenticated on the OpenId Connect provider.
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At any time and for any reason, a final user can list every trusted platform able to access his data, and
revoke the previously granted consent for that platform.
If a user does not use a trusted platform during a long period, the consent of that user and any assertion
obtained from this consent can be revoked.
A trusted platform must not (forbidden) ask the user for his eHealth platform credentials, key store or
cryptographic keys. The only way allowed to perform operations in the name of a user is through the
authorization code flow of the OpenId Connect provider (obtaining a signed token for that user).

9.5 Data










The assertion allows the trusted platform to call eHealth services in the name of the final user. The
trusted platform must then be able to secure access and storage of the assertion during their validity
period.
The trusted platform received a cryptographic secret during its enrolment process in order to
authenticate any request to the OpenId Connect provider. That credential paired with their client ID is
their digital key to the eHealth services. The trusted platform needs to secure storage and usage of
those tokens. Authentication only happens through signed, short-validity tokens.
The trusted platform must not (forbidden) store or cache any medical information longer than the time
necessary for technical operations like interacting with the end-user or formatting the information. For
example, the platform can have the information in session but never store it on a drive or database.
Views must never (forbidden) persist any personal or medical data.
Retention time of personal and medical data in memory must never exceed the validity period of the
user’s assertion that allowed retrieving those data.
eHealth services requiring Saml HOK tokens do not understand the identity delegation semantics of the
platform. If the trusted platform uses the Token Exchange Service in order to get such a legacy token
from the OpenId provider token, then the trusted platform must take a privacy log containing the real
identity of the caller every time the Saml HOK token is used.

9.6 Documentation


Implementers of the trusted platform must provide a clear documentation of their infrastructure
detailing the different views and technologies used, exchange protocols between their platform and
their views, as well as governance and technical measures they implemented in order to protect the
platform’s cryptographic secret as well as the different end-users assertions during their validity period.

9.7 Incidents


Any incident such as data leak, credential loss or compromise for platform or end-user must be
immediately reported and disclosed to eHealth DPO (dpo@ehealth.fgov.be) so that counter-measures
(such as revoking or rotating credentials) can be taken. Incident management will remain trusted
platform’s responsibility.

9.8 Security organisation
The partner supporting the trusted platform will take following organizational measures:






Organization of information security : The organization will internally organize such that security is
continuously measured and improved, information security incidents are detected, reported and
remediated;
Human resource security is organized;
Access control (physical and logical) is implemented for every access to the resources of the trusted
platform;
Operation security is implemented (protection from malware, backup, logging, monitoring, …).
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9.9 Revisions
The eHealth platform is constantly running risk assessments that can lead to changes, update, or new security
requirements or controls. Trusted platform will receive information when such a change occurs.
The trusted platform commits to acts with due precautions and discernment to meet the aforementioned
requirements in addition to the “minimal norms” as published on eHealth portal. Non-compliance can lead to
the actual disconnection from eHealth services by suspension or revocation of its client ID.

Date of signature:
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First name
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This document should be signed by a legal representative of the entity or by the information security consultant.
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